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Matching Reading Styles: 
Correcting Ineffective Instruction

To improve literacy in America, we
need to give all children an equal

chance to learn to read.

Revent findings in reading styles 
can help educators to raise suh- 
stantiallv the literacy of young 

sters in I'S schools Three findings 
are particularly worth noting Kirst. 
matching students learning styles for 
reading, or reading styles." hrings 
about dramatic improvement in read 
ing achievement and enjoyment, 
sometimes within weeks Second, to 
day's emphasis on low-level "reading 
skills" is particularly counterproduc-
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"Any one of a dozen 
reading methods is 
'best' if it enables a 
child to learn to 
read with
and enjoyment."

live for young children. Third, current 
instructional practices in reading do 
not accommodate the reading styles of 
many learners, especially poor 
readers.

Educators are aware of the danger 
ously high number of illiterates and 
p<x>r readers in the United States 
Only 19 percent of our "disadvan- 
taged youngsters have reached the 
adept level of reading by age 17, and 

illiteracy among our minority youth 
has been estimated at about 40 per 
cent. 1 These figures are corroborated 
by reading styles investigations which 
indicate that present developmental 
and pull-out reading programs are 
hampering the reading progress of 
some youngsters and creating many 
rxx>r readers. Indeed, it has become 
apparent that sweeping changes must 
occur in the way we teach and test our 
students in reading, if we are to pro 
vide an equal educational opportunity 
for every child Learning to read must 
become pleasure and quality oriented 
rather than skills' and stress based so 
that children will associate reading 
with enjoyment and good rxxjks and 
spend more time reading a crucial 
step toward becoming life-long read 
ers. Toward that end, here is a brief 
summary of recent research in reading 
styles (see fig. 1 for an outline of five 
reading style stimuli).

Major Conclusions of Reading 
Styles Research
1 have organized the findings into four 
categories with specific recommenda 
tions for improving reading 
instruction.

1. No single reading method, in 
cluding phonics, is "best" for ei'ery 
child An outworn debate over which 
works better, phonics or the whole- 
word method, has emphasized the 
wrong aspect of learning to read. Any 
one of a dozen reading meth<xjs is 
"best' if it enables a child to learn to 
read with facility and enjoyment. 2 Re 

grettably, in 1986 the Education De 
partment sided with phonics in its 
publication, WxU Works'1 Previously, 
in 1984 the Commission on Reading 
had made the following statement re 
garding phonics instruction in its re 
port. Becoming a Nation of Readers.
The issue is no longer, as it was several 
decades ago, whether children should he 
taught phonics. The issues now are specific 
ones of just how it should he done (p. 36 )J

But more precisely, the issue now 
should focus on which children should 
be taught phonics and when? Some 
students need phonics to become good 
readers, some are capable of learning 
phonics but do not need it to read 
well, and others are incapable of mas 
tering phonics I n particular, many 
globalA-isual students derive little, if 
any, benefit from phonics instruction 
because their strong intuitive abilities 
enable them to perceive the patterns 
of entire words and phrases with rela 
tive ease. They learn to read most 
easily through such holistic activities 
as reading b<x>ks of their own chixxs- 
ing, engaging in choral reading, writ 
ing stories, and listening to tape re 
cordings of interesting, well-written 
rxx)ks. For example, the language 
experience method (learning to read 
by writing stories) is excellent for 
glohal/visual/tactile children. Such 
youngsters will read and retain words 
with the least amount of effort when 
they write the words (thus involving 
their visual and tactual senses) and 
when those words are embedded in a 
meaningful, high-interest context like 
their own stories.

Phonics instruction, on the other 
hand, is most beneficial for children 
with an auditory/analytic style. These 
students are capable of learning lin 
guistic details presented sequentially 
in discrete steps (the way phonics 
usually is taught) They can discrimi 
nate easily among sound differences, 
ass<x;iate sounds with letters and letter 
clusters, and blend sounds quickly to 
form words. Competence in phonics, 
therefore, should not be the focus or 
the goal for every child. s

2. iMck of mastery of a decoding 
skill does not necessarily indicate a 
need for that skill. Many of today's 
basal reader and achievement test

publishers have presumed that the 
mere identification of a decoding skill 
renders it a prerequisite for reading 
and that students should, therefore, 
demonstrate mastery of that skill Basal 
reader publishers, however, have nev 
er validated the lists of skills they claim 
are needed by every student to read 
well, nor have publishers of achieve 
ment tests validated the so-called 
"reading skills' on which students arc 
tested.

Many students, particularly global/ 
visual learners, can learn to read with 
fluency and good comprehension 
without being taught word analysis 
skills. In fact, the probability is strong 
that millions of todays teachers be 
came excellent readers without the aid 
of the decoding skills they now labor 
so hard to teach

In my travels during the past two 
years to schixils in nearly every state, 
thousands of educators have ex 
pressed lofty long-term goals in read 
ing. Most want their students to enjoy 
reading, to read with fluency and good 
comprehension, to read voluntarily, to 
read critically, and to read well 
enough to "survive in our technologi 
cal society. Too often, however, their 
short-term goals to raise reading 
scores, to complete a workbook, or to 
"prepare" a child for the next grade 
level by teaching a prescribed number 
of word attack skills can actually de 
lay or impede the attainment of their 
long-term goals Unfortunately, those 
short term goals are, to a great extent, 
now determined by basal reader and 
achievement test publishers

3 Most primary children are global/ 
lactile/kinesthetic learners, who need 
to learn to read with holistic reading 
methods Although the phonic and 
whole word methods are now used 
extensively and exclusively in many 
I'.S. classnxmrs, research indicates 
that those methods may be the least 
effective approaches for many primary 
Children In a study of 213 second- 
graders conducted at Temple Univer 
sity, Mary Sud/ina found that the read 
ing styles of the vast majority of her 
subjects matched "holistic" reading 
methods,' 1 "hands-on" resources, kin 
esthetic experiences or materials, and 
high-interest stories. The exlraordi-
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nary success rale of the holistic read 
ing programs in Australia. New Zea 
land, and Canada for primary level 
youngsters further attests to the glob 
al/tactile/kinesthetic nature of young 
children "

David Elkind reminds us that young 
children learn differently and that 
their education must he in keeping 
with their unique modes of learning. 
He rinds that parents, educators, ad 
ministrators. and legislators are bla 
tantly ignoring the facts, the research, 
and the consensus of experts about 
how young children leam and how 
hest to teach them (p 632). and goes 
on to describe the potential harm in 
exposing young children to formal 

instruction involving the inculcation of 
symbolic rules (p. AJ4)."

4 Mam /»or »%»/»% mm' At'

wK Two re 
search findings support this conclu 
sion. First. Sudzinas study indicates 
that the reading methods most used in 
developmental reading programs 
(whole word and phonics) severely 
mismatch the reading styles of many 
rxx)r readers, thereby making learning 
to read difficult and unpleasant." Sec 
ond. ptx)r readers have made rapid 
progress in reading, enjoyed learning 
to read, and greatly improved in self- 
concept. when reading instruction ac 
comtTKxIatcd their natural reading 
style strengths and requirements In 
several Investigations, students classi 
fied as ptx)r readers were found to he 
both strongly glohal/tactile/kinesthetic 
and weak auditorial!) and visually But 
the current focus of most reading in 
struction in the t'S matches only 
tliose students with strong analytic 
abilities who are capable of perform 
ing (and enjoying) detailed word anal 
ysis skills and who learn easily 
through their visual and auditory 
senses.'"

What happens when students read 
ing styles and their instruction are 
mismatched? Many children feel tense 
and even physically ill when trying to 
read. Their anxiety and frustration in 
volve llieir brains more in coping with 
stress than in learning to read. What 
they leam instead is a patterned re 
sponse to the source of stress. Leslie

Physical Stimuli
Does the student learn most easily:

• when he or she receives information auditorially, visually, factually, and/or kinesthetically?

• when taught visually similar words and letters (fill and full or c and e), or dissimilar (fill and peanut or c and f}>
• when taught auditorially similar words and letters (leaf and leave or sh andior dissimilar (leaf and sigh or sh and fr}> 
Does the student absorb and retain more: :
• when permitted some, little, or no opportunity to eat and drink while readfcl
• in the early morning, late morning, early afternoon, late afternoon, evening?• when permitted much, some, or little mobility?Cognitive Stimuli ; 

Does the student learn most easily: -•>
• when taught to read with analytic and/or global reading methods? 'J
• when information is presented logically and sequentially, and/or within slmi«» and anecdotes? •'
• when taught rules, and/or provided with examples? • 
Can the student retain: , 3:
• low-interest words (that, walking, chain as easily as high-interest words ..' | (dinosaur, Charlie Brown, money)! - < 
Can the student comprehend: "•-"•]
• low-interest stories as easily as high-interest stories? • ' . ^ 

3. Environmental Stimuli . '•', 
Does the student read best: j• with music, with talking, in silence? ^
• in bright or dim light? j
• in a warm or a cool temperature? (;
• in a formal design (hard cKair at a desk) or an informal design (soft chair, rug, pillows)? :.•
• in a room that is highly or somewhat organized? 4 Emotional Stimuli
When reading, is the student:
• self-motivated, not self-motivated, motivated by peers, and/or motivated by adults?
To perform well, does the student require:
• long or short tasks?
• little, some, or much praise?
• little, some, or much direction?
• many, some, or few choices of reading materials?
• his or her work checked immediately, within one day, or infrequently?
• his or her work checked by a teacher, peers, self?
• assignments with specific time limits, or self-pacing tasks? 5. Sociological Stimuli
Does the student perform well when reading:• ~.i" -

an-J "•--•
en reading:

• with a teacher and students (e.g., a reading group)?• with one student?
• with a teacher?
• in a team r*f .—-j

_______ fig. 1. Five Reading Style Stimuli
/ Fig. T is based in part on the Ounn and Dunn model of learning style, and adapted from the I Reading Style Inventory Manual by Marie Carbo, p. 2.

Hart explains how the slow-moving 
cerebrum "downshifts" during times 
of anxiety.
The student seems frozen, unable to think, 
and either can't talk or makes wild stabs at 
right answers. The less-able students, par 
ticularly, downshift under threat of public 
failure- 1 '

For good reason, frustration and 
stress often lead to unacceptable con 
duct. Psychologists explain that many 
students prefer to lie regarded as "be 
havior problems" rather than as stu 
pid. Thus, the behavior difficulties of

many poor readers are a major con 
cern of reading educators In early 
198" the International Reading Associ 
ation published and sent to its mem 
bers a txx>k entitled .SYress and Read 
ing Difficulties.*- I ncluded is a "Stress 
Reaction Scale for Reading, describ 
ing some 30 behaviors that indicate 
the degree and kind of stress being 
displayed by a student, such as "lie- 
comes sullen or exhibits aggressive 
acting out behavior"; "throws temper
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"The probability is 
strong that millions 
of today's teachers 
became excellent 
readers without the 
aid of the decoding 
skills they now labor 
so hard to teach."

tantrums, cries, or becomes verbally 
abusive"; or "provides sarcastic, bi 
zarre, or nonsensical answers to teach 
ers' questions, makes weird sounds, 
sings, or bursts into loud, raucous 
laughter" When students reading 
styles are gravely mismatched to in 
struction, children exhibit debilitating, 
stress-producing, antisocial, or with 
drawn behavior The need for such a 
wide distribution of the International 
Reading Association book serves as 
testimony to the anxiety-causing read 
ing approaches being used in many 
U.S. classrooms

How to Increase Reading 
Achievement
To improve literacy in the United 
States, educators need to make learn 
ing to read as easy and pleasurable as 
possible for all students. Based on 
what we know about children's indi 
vidual styles, I offer the following gen 
eral recommendations.

1 Eliminate decoding from achieve 
ment tests and state competency ex 
ams The addition of decoding skills to 
standardized achievement tests in 
1972," and more recently to state 
competency examinations, has forced 
phonics to be a major focus of instruc 
tion for all students. Phonics, however, 
is an instructional method and should 
not be a goal for every student; stu 
dents should be tested on their genu 
ine reading ability, indicated by their 
fluency and increasingly deeper levels 
of reading comprehension All so- 
called 'reading skills" are peripheral 
to the central process of reading and 
have not been validated as being nec 
essary for every student.

Reading objectives should be more 
rational and germane and must ac 
commodate students' individual styles. 
Cyndy Pels, who Tielped revise her 
district's reading goals along these 
lines, has described specific proce 
dures for doing so. For example, her 
district's objective stating that "the stu 
dent will be able to identify long and 
short vowels" was changed to "The 
student will be able to read words 
containing short and long vowels"; 
and "Identify' the 220 Dolch words" 
became "Read common words (such 
as the 220 Dolch words or Fry's Instant 
3.000 words) in context."'-1

2. Deemphasize decoding scores 
when determining student placement 
If the decoding portions of achieve 
ment tests are administered, those 
scores should be deemphasized when 
determining placement within a 
school or classroom. Global students 
who read well may receive a low score 
on decoding skills, but that does not 
necessarily indicate a need for remedi 
al work in decoding. On the contrary, 
when good readers perform poorly on 
decoding skills, the logical conclusion 
is that they did not need to learn those 
skills to become good readers. This 
fact alone may invalidate that section 
of the test for those students.

If students are to be grouped for 
reading instruction by ability, then 
groups should be determined based 
primarily on students' reading fluency 
and level of comprehension

3. Accommodate students' reading

styles. A number of sources are avail 
able for assessing students' reading 
styles. The Reading Style Inventory is a 
group-administered, diagnostic ques 
tionnaire that identifies students' indi 
vidual reading styles and recommends 
appropriate instructional techniques." 
Another resource is Teaching Students 
to Read Through Their Individual 
Learning Styles, which contains check 
lists for informal reading style diagno 
sis and ideas for implementation. 16 
Items 6-10 in this section also offer 
suggestions.

4. Proiide reading styles courses 
and insenice. Many successful reading 
styles programs have begun with in- 
service sessions. Names and phone 
numbers of inservice specialists who 
have implemented successful reading 
styles programs are available from 
Learning Research Associates. 1 "' Anoth 
er good resource Is the Clearinghouse 
on Learning/Teaching Styles and Brain 
Behavior, an ASCD-sponsored 
network.'"

5. Evaluate basal readers and work- 
Hooks. Poorly written and boring sto 
ries and unnecessary workbook pages 
contained in most basal series should 
be omitted. This procedure will ac 
complish two important objectives. 
Fjrst, the overall quality of the basal 
reader program will be improved. 19 
Second, teachers will have fewer basal 
reader stories and workbook exer 
cises to complete with their students 
and therefore will be able to schedule 
reading groups a few times a week 
instead of every day. The time saved 
may be used to match students' read- 
log styles as described in the recom 
mendations that follow 

  6. Read excellent literature to stu 
dents at least once every day, and 
make those readings exciting and en 
joyable. Teachers, peers, volunteers, 
and older students can be enlisted to 
read good literature aloud or act it out. 
One building principal read to each 
class in his building a few times week 
ly. His enthusiasm captured the inter 
est of the students, who began to use 
the library more and to read voluntari 
ly in school and at home. The predict 
able result: a sharp increase in reading 
achievement scores.
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A qttiet. informal reading area and a clxince to read alone accommodate llje preferences of 
intermediate and junior high students

7. Create comfortable, relaxing 
reading environments and it'ell- 
slocked classroom libraries According 
to reading styles research, most stu 
dents prefer to read for some part of 
the day in a quiet, informal area with 
rugs, pillows, and soft furniture; and 
they will read for significantly longer 
periods when that preference is ac 
commodated. In addition, small, well- 
stocked classr(X)m libraries help pri 
mary children and rxx>r readers to 
select good reading materials.

H. Use a iwriety of reading metljods. 
The reading methods selected should 
help children to read with ease, enjoy 
ment, fluency, and gixxl comprehen 
sion. An extremely effective reading 
approach for poor readers is a special 
tape recorded fxx>k methixj. 2" For stu 
dents who read at least on grade level, 
commercial rxx>k recordings can help 
to increase reading fluency and com 
prehension Phonic instruction should 
he reserved for those youngsters who 
can learn and/or apply phonic rules, 
and, as a result, read better and enjoy 
it more

9. I fse many reading materials and 
instructional techniques that match 
global/tactile/kinesthelic reading 
styles- As suited previously, many pri 

mary students and poor readers are 
global/tactile/kinesthetic learners. 
Global children need h igh-interest 
reading materials that have an emo 
tional impact upon the learner. In 
addition, tactile/kinesthetic resources 
(paints, crayons, games, typewriters.

sand tra\-s to write words in. floor 
games), and tactile/kinesthetic experi 
ences (writing stories and skits, panto 
miming, acting in plays, reading direc 
tions and making a model, drawing a 
picture and writing about it. creating 
and using puppets for storytelling) are 
not frills but techniques that are neces- 
sary to help many primary youngsters 
and rxxir readers learn to read well, 
and can serve as an excellent rein 
forcement for other students.- 1

10. Allotc primary cl}ildren time to 
read in pairs, and protide sustained 
silent reading time (SSKT) for older 
students. Most primary children prefer 
to read in pairs, while intermediate 
and junior high students prefer to read 
alone. Intervals of 30 to 40 minutes of 
SSRT for intermediate students, and 15 
to 30 minutes of paired reading rime 
for primary youngsters, at least twice 
weekly, have been found to be effec 
tive for many students.22 Additional 
time should be allocated for young 
sters to share their reading interests 
with their peers through reading 
clubs, writing and acting in plays, 
school newspapers, and bulletin 
board displays

A small, careJuUy selected classroom likran and soft cushions create an nailing reactfnf> 
comer for young readers.
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"All so-called 
'reading skills' are 
peripheral to the 
central process of 
reading and have 
not been validated 
as being necessary 
for every student."

Mistaught and Mistested: 
Reversing die Trend
Current developmental and pull-out 
reading programs often delay or block 
learning because they do not suffi 
ciently accommodate students read 
ing styles. Students who are most at 
risk tend to have global/tactile/kines 
thetic reading styles and learn best 
with holistic reading approaches, 

hands-on reading materials, and 
high-interest storyrxx>ks. Researchers 
and practitioners invariably have 
found that the students who perform 
most ptxirly are the same youngsters 
whose reading styles are most severely 
mismatched Many students are incor 
rectly taught and unfairly tested. When 
they fail, they undergo countless years 
of remediation often being mis 
taught again and again When, howev 
er, their individual reading styles are 
accommodated, those same students 
gain confidence and often make ex 
traordinary gains in reading achieve 
ment, and their behavior problems 
diminish.

To improve literacy in this country, 
reading programs must be refined so

that each child is given an equal 
chance to learn to read To expect that 
one reading method, instructional fo 
cus, or set of materials can provide

that opportunity for every student, or 
even for most children, is both ingen 
uous and inequitable. Unless decisive 
action is taken stx>n to reverse it, the

Research Results from Five Pilot School Districts

Field research in reading styles was conducted from 1982-1986 in five school 
districts. Teachers in each district received inservice on reading styles as well 
as administrative support and materials for implementation. Each pilot pro 
gram used the Reading Style Inventory (RSI) to identify each youngster's 
reading style and to obtain recommendations for compatible reading strate 
gies, methods, and materials. 1 The following is a brief summary of a few of the 
findings.

Increased reading achievement. After instruction that accommodated their 
individual reading styles, in only three to ten months, youngsters in both 
remedial and developmental programs made excellent progress in reading. For 
example, after one year, luanita Elementary's sixth-graders made an 11-point 
gain in reading comprehension, moving up to the 92nd percentile; fourth- 
graders moved from the bottom third of.their 20,000 student district to second 
place in reading vocabulary, and third in reading comprehension (Lake 
Washington School District, Kirkland, Washington).2 Following the first year of 
reading styles implementation at Roosevelt Elementary School, 24 remedial 
reading students in grades one through six averaged a three-year increase on 
the six subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (Hutchinson Public 
Schools, Hutchinson, Kansas). 3 Further,,at an inner-city school in Harlem, the 
20 poorest readers achieved average, reading gains of 2.9 years on the 
California Achievement Test (Key Schoql, School District 4, New York City).4

An investigation conducted by Lois LaShell indicated that many learning 
disabled children with reading difficulties had been both mistaught and 
misidentified. (An appalling statistic from the field of special education 
estimates that approximately half of the million children categorized in U.S. 
schools as learning disabled have been- incorrectly identified.)5 After LaShell 
implemented a reading styles pullout program for learning disabled young 
sters for a year, 37 of 40 students achieved reading scores that qualified them to 
be mainstreamed, compared to only 2 of 40 handicapped youngsters the 
previous year (Lake Stevens School District, Everett, Washington).6

In a follow-up study, LaShell investigated the reading achievement of 90 
subjects in grades two through six who had been identified as learning 
disabled.7 The control group received the district's prescribed reading instruc 
tion for learning disabled students, which included a good deal of phonic skill 
work. The experimental group was given reading instruction that matched 
individual reading styles, as identified by the RSI. Most of the subjects were 
global, tactile, and kinesthetic; and within both groups, half the children had 
been retained at least once. At the end-of the school year, the experimental 
group quadrupled the reading progress of the control group, gaining 16 
months in reading, compared to the control group's 3.9-month gain. Those 
data became even more compelling when LaShell discovered that the previous 
year, when the experimental group had the same teachers for reading, but no 
attempt was made to match the group's'reading styles, the children gained an 
average of only 4 months in reading achievement.

LaShell made another important discovery: most of the youngsters in the 
experimental group were students who had been taught with reading ap 
proaches that did not match their natural reading style strengths. LaShell 
deduced that many of the children in her investigation were not, in fact, 
learning disabled but instead had been incorrectly taught, inaccurately la 
beled, and unnecessarily retained. The ethical, legal, and educational implica 
tions of this realization are formidable.

Decreased discipline problems and improved attitudes toward reading. As 
director of the Key School in Harlem, Helen6 Hodges noted that many of her
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miseducation of our young will quick 
ly become a spiral of frustration and 
failure which not only denies the 
promise of personal fulfillment for

many, hut also endangers the very 
fabric of our free society. Let us not 
make this lesson the longest or hard 
est to learn.D

twice-retained junior high students who had attended an RSI Reading Lab for 
one month experienced a remarkable change in attitude—from having a 
severe dislike of reading to voluntarily visiting the lab at lunchtime and after 
school.8 Within a few months, many Key School students chose the RSI Lab as 
an elective over their usual favorites, such as aerospace, music, art, physical 
education, and dance.

At the beginning of the 1982 school year, a group of Sue Hamilton's sixth- 
grade poor readers were often absent from their reading class; and when they 
did attend, they were discipline problems. After implementing the RSI recom 
mendations for one month, she noted that absenteeism decreased dramatical 
ly. Hamilton no longer had to issue detention slips—compared with an average 
of two weekly. By May 1983, Hamilton, a teacher for 12 years, reported that she 
had "absolutely no discipline problems"; her classroom environment was 
"much less stressful"; and her students "did their work, enjoyed it, and 
completed it in half the time."'

Although summer remedial reading classes seldom capture the interest and 
enthusiasm of students, David Adams and his staff were able to alter their 
students' pervasive negative reading attitudes. Following Adams' five-week 
summer reading styles program, 71 percent of the youngsters' parents report 
ed that their children read more for pleasure and enjoyed reading more. By 
viewing reading as "fun," students devoted more time to it, and their reading 
ability improved.™

Positive changes seen in the teacher's role and ability to teach reading. 
Another important benefit of reading programs that match students' reading 
styles has been, as Hamilton reported, "a much less stressful" environment. 
Teachers perceive their role as changing from one of authoritarian to facilitator 
and helper. For example, LaShell found that the atmosphere of her resource 
room became "very relaxed," with "kids really in charge" and "many activities 
going on but very little need for direction."

Following the one-year field study using reading styles at luanita Elementary, 
teachers' beliefs about how reading should be taught changed substantially. 
Most were convinced that one reading approach cannot be best for all 
youngsters. In addition, they were willing to try a variety of methods, 
depending upon the reading styles of the majority of the youngsters. Juanita's 
teachers also improved their management techniques and used more audiovi- 
suals, computer software, and tactile/kinesthetic devices (e.g., games, type 
writers, electroboards, sandpaper letters).

—Marie Carbo
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tions. 19~9): and Constance Weaver. Psy- 
cl.K>lingnistics and Reading, From Process 
to Practice. Jded ( Portsmouth, N H : Hein- 
emann. in press)

~. Marie M Clay. "Why Reading Recov 
ery Is the Way It Is (paper presented at the 
Reading Recovery Conference. Ohio Dept 
of Education Columbus. Ohio. 4-S Febru 
ary 1986K To be published in Proceedings 
from the l-'rrst Reading Recwer\' Confer 
ence. Ohio Dept of Education. Columbus. 
Ohio

8 David Elkind. Formal Education 
and Early Childhood Education: An Essen 
tial Difference." I 'hi Delta Kappan ( May 
198(i).

9 Man Sudxina. An Investigation of 
the Relationship Between the Reading 
Styles of Second Graders and Their 
Achievement in Three Different Basal 
Reader Programs (doctoral diss. Temple 
rniversity. 19S~).

10 See f E Oexle and R Zenhausern, 
Differential Hemispheric Activation in 

Good and Pixir Readers. International 
/oiimal of ,\enroscience I S (1981) 31-36: 
and the following by Marie Carbo. Read 
ing Styles Change Between Second and 
Eighth Grade. Educational Leadersl)ip 40
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(I9K.-H S6-S9: and "Research in Learning 
Sty Its and Reading: Implications tor Kxcep- 
tional Children, fat'tfttional Children -t9
( I9H31: -*K6--(9l

11 Leslie I Jan. "Programs, Patterns, and 
Downshifting in Learning to Read. Tin.1 
Reading 'leader 3" ( 1 9K3): -»-M.

12 Lince M Gentile and Merna M. \k 
Mil kin. Strips and Reading Difficulties 
(Newark. Del: International Reading Asso 
ciation. 19X~)

13- AJ(hough leanne (-hall acknowl 
edged in /Minting lo Read: 7/>e drear 
Ih'lxtle ( Mctiraw Mill. 196") thai "only a 
handful if that many of (he research 
studies in her hook "fulfilled all experi 
mental conditions (p 102). the influence 
of (hat book on reading instruction \va.s 
staggering. In I9"9. Chall outlined the 
book s impact, staring that it helped to 
bring about "more extensive sections on 
decoding in new lexihoojvs (p 31>. an 
almost universal acceptance of decoding 

as a major objective for the primary grades 
(p. 31 ). and the inclusion of "Word Analy 
sis" on achievement tests (p. 31 > See 
leanne S. Chall. The Greut I)ebaie: Ten

Years Liter, With a Modes? Proposal for 
Reading Stages in "//KYWT and I'racike of 
fairl\ Reading. Vol. 1. ed. I. H. Resnkk and 
P A. Weaver (Hillsdale. N.J.. Liwrence Krl- 
bauni Ass( M. iates. 19~"9). 29-SS.

1 \ Cyndy l-els. (treating Reading Ob- 
jet lives that Mulch Individual Learning 
Styles, The <.'.hwm$xntw linlletiu on 
Learning leaching Sn-hv ami Ilrain fie 
Ivtriw 2. I <I9«~): 6. (See Nole 18 for 
information about subscribing to The 
(Jearinx/.M>nst> liidletin and < detaining a 
c< ip\ < A L els article )

IS Tlie Reading Style Inventory (RSH 
(Carbo I9KI ). for grades 1-12. is published 
b\ Learning Research Associates, PO Mox 
39, Koslyn Mis.. M I IS . (SKi) 2-fH-WX)2

l(v .V-e note -'. <;hapters 3-10
1~ l-or inlorniation about insen'icesjx1 - 

cialists in reading styles contaci die author 
at Learning Research Associates (see note 
IS)

IK The Clearinghouse on Learning 
Teaching Styles and Brain Behavior (co- 
sponsored b> ASCD and the Oklahon>a. 
State Dept of Kducation ) distributes free to 
its membership a triannual newsletter and

;'i lunik cniiiltxl, Dint'Hiry of l.mniiiif>/ 
TmcbiiiK Hfcles I'racHlkoiers). I t also pro 
vides al little or no exist copies of articles, 
resources, videos, antl tests related to the 
field Membership is $10 annually To join, 
«.TK.| a }H) check payable to ihe Clearing 
house, along with your name, title, organi 
xation, address, and phone number, to l)r 
.jerry VCedlund, Kducation Hldg. A 131. St. 
Cloud Slate I niversitv. St Cloud. MN 
Vi.V) 1

19. See Dolores Durkin. >X'hat Class 
room Observations Reveal About Reading 
Comprehension Instruction. Kem/i/if> Re- 
•ifttrdt Quailvrly \-t ( 1 9H1 ): TlS-S-n. Do 
lores Durkin. 'Reading Comprehension 
Instruction in rive Basal Reader Series. 
RcailiiiK KKicvircb Quarterly 1 6 ( 19K1): 
SlS-S-n. and Mary Thomas l-'arrar, 'Asking 
fietter Questions, 'llwR<xuliiif> 7'eacber^H
{'I9K-I): 10-IS.

JO. For a description of 12 reading 
methods and ho\v they match different 
reading styles, see note 2. Chapter 4 To 
help visual/global students read with great 
er Huency and comprehension, teachers 
Can record, with good expression, about 
two to four minutes of a high-interest book 
rsomewhal above the students reading 
(evel). at a slower-ihan-usual pace. Stu 
dents should listen to the selection two or 
Ihree times, and then read II aloud to a 
peer or to the teacher For greatest effect, 
this activity should occur daily. Chapter 6 
of the Carbo, Dunn. and Dunn book (note 
2) provides slep-bv-step directions for us 
ing Ihe recorded book reading method. 
Also see ihe following by Marie Carho: 
Teaching Reading With Talking Books. 
n>i' RvaeliiiK TeacLter 32 ( I9"H): l(^~r\. 
Recorded Books = Remarkable Reading 

Uiin.s, Karly > '««s A'X, I S ( 198-4): -H--(""; 
Advanced Book Recording: Turning It 
Around for Poor Readers,' l-arlv > «/;> A'^V 
IS ( I9KS). 46-48.

21. See note 2. Chapters 6 and ^. David 
Adams and Jim VConhington. 'I'lv Meaiiiiiff 
Driivn Mixk'l ( Kirklund. VC'ash : Reading 
Resources. 11619 106th N.K.. 1986): and 
the follow ing by Marie Carbo: '1 tow 10 Play 
With a Hook, 'l-arly Ymrs 9 . 6 ( I9"9): 6K. 
~"2-^4: and '(ilobal/Tactua! Learners: Mow 
to Teach Them Reading Skills. Early Year* 
K8 1 6. - ( 1986): 4^-SO.

22. l :or a discussion of paired reading. 
See Margaret A. O Donnell, Two by Two." 
ft/r/v >«»> KiX ( October 1986): 81-82

Marie Carbo i s Director. Research and 
Staff Development. Learning Research As 
sociates. Inc. PO Box 39. Koslyn Heights, 
NY 1 I S 
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